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Re: ENSC 405W/440 Project Proposal for the SWISH Trainer
Dear Instructional Team,
Attached is the proposal document for the SWISH Trainer. The SWISH Trainer is a versatile
basketball passing system which will utilize computer vision and a motor-driven pivoting
projectile system in order to return the basketball back to the player wherever they are standing
on the court. With the SWISH Trainer, athletes can efficiently receive the basketball at their
respective location, thus eliminating the need for the player to fetch the ball after a missed or
scored shot attempt.
The attached document contains an overview of our proposed project including a high level
overview covering the project timeline, an analysis of the basketball passing machine market,
cost considerations for project completion, along with a company profile.
The SWISH team consists of five engineering students: Jordan Kam, Tim Tran, Devansh
Chopra, Ery Polovina, and Ray Hoang. Together, as a unified team, we hope to strengthen each
other's weaknesses and incorporate concepts outside our specialties. Together we are SWISH
(Software Integrated Systems and Hardware). If you have any questions or concerns about the
design specifications, please feel free to contact us at rvhoang@sfu.ca.
Sincerely,
Jordan Kam, CEO of SWISH
Basketball Training Redefined
C O N T A C T  A N D  I N Q U I R E S  A T














SWISH aims to improve current solutions
of  basketball training 
Figure 1: The SWISH Trainer (Early Concept Prototype)
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Launching Tracking and Rotating
Figure 2: Functionality Overview of the SWISH Trainer
Figure 3: Capability Range of the SWISH Trainer
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Inadequate adoption from novice
basketball players
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Order Dr. Dish Home Basketball Shooting Machine | Dr. Dish Basketball




Sports Equipment Market Size & Analysis Report, 2018-2025
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